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340 Zoology: Klopfer et al. 

growth of their nestlings) will almost immediately eliminate 
this surplus. 

Predation, however, may alter the competitive patter~r by 
which the various species garner any liberated resources. 
Assumi~rg, i ~ r  the abse~rce of predation, that  the most common 
bird sl~ecies is also the best competitor (highest alpha co-
efficients), i t  follows tha t  i t  would succeed i ~ r  obtaining the 
highest l~roportio~r o l  the new resources. Since the fledging 
period of its young would then be shortened, i t  would recruit a 
larger prol~ortion ol yoarlg into the adult l~opulation. Mathe- 
matically this is illustrated by the Lotka-Volterra equ a 1;. lorls 

where the  recruitment rate (dNi/dt) is expressed a s  a function 
of Ni,the number of young of species.i a t  time t; K i  the 
carrying capacity ol the environment lor the young of species 
i: r i  the intrirlsic growth rate of the young of species i; and 
aij,the coml~etitive effect of the young, as determined by the  
pare~rts, of species j on species i. If aji is greater than aij, 

over time N i  will approach K i  while N j  will approach zero. 
Consider now the effect of predation when i t  disproportion- 

ately reduces the young of the dominant species. The overall 
competitive influence of this species will be reduced, even 
through the competitive abilities (a) of the individuals ol the 
species will not be altered. In terms ol the Lotka-Volterra 
equatioils, selective predatioil will reduce the N i  of the domi- 
rlant species and thus reduce the recruitment rate of tha t  
species; more iml~ortantly, however, i t  will lower the value 
ajiNi, a measure ol interspecific cornpetition. This reduction 
leads to  a n  increase in the recruitment mte of the competitor 
species, with a resulting increase in species diversity in the 
community (11, 12). 
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1)isproportionate predatio~r on the young of the dominant 
species, therefore, interacting with limited food resources, can 
provide a mecha~rism that  mairltai~rs alr avian community of 
high species diversity. The seemingly disparate phe~romeria of 
migration of temperate passeri~res and avian s1)ecies diversity 
in the Tropics are thus show11 to be related by the more 
ur~ilorm patter~rs ol food available t o  feed avian young in the 
Tropics. 
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